
LAKE SURVEY RESULTS – As of 4.1.24 

Number of Responses: 195 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Summary: 

Priority #1 – Renovate Campsite A Bathroom with Shower House and Flushing Toilets 

Priority #2 – Full Hook Up Camping Sites 

Priority #3 – Tree Planting and Landscaping 

Priority #4 – Extend Walking Trail Around the Lake 

 



Other Priorities: 

Improve campsite C playground 

Smooth roads around the lake. 

BOAT RAMP REPAIR 

Repair dam and spillway 

Have the shower/bathroom combo. Make at least 2-3 for men’s & womens. 

Mow the disc golf course more often 

Build up the area around camp site A on the west side to prevent flooding where people like to 

park. Also possibly paving the entire area around camp site A starting where it is paved already.  

Pave all roads surrounding the lake. Or at least rock them. 

Need to fix the water hookups we have and please add more of them. The dump station is not 

user friendly at all. The drain is higher than the drive. Needs dugout or rearranged to people can 

use it ! 

Replace boat ramp and relocate to the north east away from main portion of the lake and wake 

zone. 

Dredge the lake 

Boat ramp updated and dock. Possibly add in a second boat ramp on the other side of the lake. 

Continue the dredging project 

Proper dog park 

Gravel the approaches and RV parking pads. The camping areas are rutted and look horrible every 

time it rains. This would do much to make the area more attractive, and would be relatively 

inexpensive to achieve. 

Public docks 

Trees around lake shore would provide shade on hot days, would be able to stay out longer on hot 

days. Also would help with erosion. 

Events to draw out of towners 

Trails/Track for 4 - Wheelers / Dirt Bikes 

Update the swimming area! 

Dredge the lake and clean debris from the bottom. 

Take out railroad ties and rebar from the camp pads. Rock only. 

Make more camping areas, or places tents can camp with at least water.  

Fixing the boat ramp! 

Improve the disc golf course. I travel down there to play about 10x's a year. I would camp there 

more often if bathrooms/shower facilities were better 

Repair dam 

Stock lake with fish 

Dredge the lake, pretty please. 

Dredging the lake 

Long term plan for dredging and dam repair 

First of all this is not a county lake and it should read are you a resident of Anthony, the city water 

rate payers pay for the lake not the county. 



We need to give the Anthony Residents a break on camping rates since they already pay for the 

majority of the lake through water rates with no more benefit than any one else that doesn’t have 

to pay for the up keep. 

Dredge out the lake to make it deeper 

Small cabins that could be rented out year around 

Rentable cabins around lake 

Boat ramp needs to be bigger 

Playground equipment 

Full Hook Ups on West Side 

Archery Range for youth to use 

First prioritized project I believe should be a renovation of the boat ramp with this lake only 

having one ramp to begin with it should be fit to have trailers backed on and off of. At the end of 

2023 summer the ramp was in poor shape giving way on the north side and starting to sink along 

with break out. As the winter months have came with freezing water it has continued to decline 

and will not be usable by summer. 

Clean up dead tree branches near the water edge. And places where needed to be picked up.  

We need more water hookups. 

The mowing needs kept up better, the entertainment needs to taken care of. We have a disc golf 

course that’s nice and the volley ball courts have stickers and horse shoe boxes needs redone 

and the kids playground needs cleaned up. 

Additional water hookups for Campsite C and a working bathhouse for campsite C. 

The disc golf course needs new tee pads, especially on Holes 6 and 17. Tee pads for 10 and 12 

could also be upgraded as they are cracked and showing wear. Other improvements to the disc 

golf course would be installation of alternate basket locations(ground anchors for the baskets). 

Some of these were destroyed when the oil company drained the lake and used the water for 

fracking and they never got replaced. Trees also need to be planted as many of the holes are 

wide open and boring. Adding trees would make the course more challenging and would benefit 

the environment as well as add to an otherwise bland landscape. 

Dredge the lake to make for better fishing and increase fish habitat  

Join the walking path to Anthony 

More outdoor sporting 

Mow the primitive camping areas as much as the others. There was a lot of time that we wanted 

to camp, but campsite D grass was too tall. 

Disc golf course upgrades: tree plantings, tee pad maintenance, and a professionally made s ign 

at the start of the course. Could even use road signs by the entrance lake roads that say "Disc 

Golf -->" (these are more effective than you would think) to advertise that there is a course 

nearby. 

Shower houses with running cold and hot water so ppl are able to stay clean out there 

Clean the lake out. Get it dredged 

Clean the lake up itself. 

A sewage dump for RVs. 

Dredge the lake; fix the dam 

Pave/redo the roads around the lake/update playground on west side by golf course 



1. Dredge the lake 2. Fix the dam 

A hiking trail 

Reduction of silt washing into the lake, dredging, more rocks on bankline and improved fish 

habitat. 

Improve fishing numbers blue gill, crappie etc 

Road pavement extended to the golf course 

The lake need more capacity a.k.a. dredged out that will allow for more fish habitat, and better 

boating experience. 

Move and fix the boat ramp/dredge the lake 

Bug Sculptures ie. Water Bugs 

The roads on the west side are terrible and poorly maintained. 

Boat ramp 

Pave road to golf course, while doing it widen curve also. 

Boat ramp is crap, and tried of camping in water holes 

Fix boat ramp 

Dredge 

Need to level out a couple of the camp sites on the west side of the lake, fix and make a double 

boat ramp so it makes it faster to load and unload, add moss or something in the lake to make it 

cleaner. 

Improvements to dog park area. Lots of stickers in the grass 

PAVE THE ROADS AROUND LAKE!! 

Dredge it 

Make the lake more of a priority than the golf course 

A better beach 

Dig out lake and put in a dock 

pave road around lake 

Perhaps add a basketball area 

Allowing campers to primative camp . The lake has installed a wonderful dump station with a fill 

station. Allow those who wish to use their campers in areas around the lake that are considered 

primitive. 

Dredge the lake. Make it better for watercraft. 

Dredge the lake! 

Pave roads around lake 

Suspended Pathway above the lake- call it the anthony aquavista walk maybe or something 

catchy. Imagine a transparent, floating skywalk or suspended pathway that hovers above the lake, 

providing visitors with a breathtaking and surreal experience. This transparent walkway could be 

supported by cables or other innovative engineering solutions, allowing people to feel like they 

are walking on water. transparent flooring and sides Install LED lighting along the pathway 

Integrate interactive elements along the skywalk, such as weatherproof augmented reality 

displays providing information about the lake's ecosystem, history, and wildlife. Include 

educational stations with fun facts, trivia, and interactive displays about the lake , Anthony Ks and 

Harper county:) Ensure the skywalk is designed to be accessible to people of all abilities, 

including those with mobility challenges The Anthony AquaVista Walk, with its unique transparent 



design and breathtaking views of Anthony Lake, could promise an unparalleled experience, 

positioning Anthony as a must-visit destination for adventure seekers, nature enthusiasts, and 

those seeking a novel outdoor adventure. or Host floating movie nights on a large screen set up 

on the water, creating a unique and memorable family entertainment experiences I think 

something like the aquavista would get a lot of business to Anthony and harper county from all 

around the USA and possibly world.  

Fix boat ramp, making it wide enough to handle launching 2 boats at a time. 

Storm shelter 

Cleaner water 

Make a few campsites with concrete slabs. 

Cameras , security. Tornado shelters 

 
 


